Iron X™ Selective Weed Killer for Lawns

- Fast and effective.
- Use results the same day.
- No unpleasant odor.
- Works in cool weather.

Active Ingredient: Iron EDTA (FeEDTA) 26.52%
Other Ingredients: 72.48%
Total: 100.0%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
EPA Registration #67702-26-5872
EPA Establishment #56872-IN-1

FIRST AID
IF IN EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes.
Remove contact lenses, if present, after first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF IN SKIN: Wash completely with soap and water.
Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going to emergency treatment.

Not Contents: 16 FL oz.
Manufactured By: GARDENA Active**, Inc.
5100 Schenley Place
Lawrenceburg, IN 47025
Phone: 513-334-1863
www.GARDENA.com

Precautionary Statements
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
CAUTION
Causes slight eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals.

Directions For Use
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Use Sites: Use to selectively control/ suppress broadleaf weeds growing in lawns.

Pests: Controls or suppresses the following weeds such as but not limited to: Dandelion, English Daisy, False Dandelion, White clover, Black medick, Bull thistle, Canada thistle, Common chickweed, Creeping buttercup, Persian speedwell, Slender speedwell, Broadleaf plantain, Narrow-leaved plantain, Dovefoot geranium, Heavil, Shepherd’s-purse, Silverweed cinquefoil, White clover, Moss, Liverworts, Algae, Lichens.

Application Directions
Shake well before using. Mix one part Iron X™ Selective Weed Killer for Lawns with 24 parts water (5 oz. in 1 gallon of water). Apply the mixed solution at a rate of 5-10 gallons/1000 sq. ft. (5 75-11.5 fluid oz./sq. yd.) Any standard hand-held or backpack sprayer can be used. Thoroughly spray weeds. Use a coarse nozzle setting to reduce drift. Uniform coverage is important. Repeat treatment in 3-4 weeks for best results.

What will I see?
Works quickly; dying weeds will be seen within hours of application. Treated weeds, moss or algae may turn brown or black. Occasionally a darkening of the grass leaf blades can occur after treatment, however the grass will recover within a few days to weeks. May stain thatch (dead grass under lawn), this does not affect the health of the grass.

Use Precautions:
- Do not apply to drought stressed grass, avoid lawn is well watered prior to application. Do not apply when the daytime temperature will exceed 85°F. Do not apply to turfgrass. If unsure of grass sensitivity, test spray a small area of your lawn.
- Do not apply to newly seeded areas prior to grass seed germination. Avoid spraying desirable plants. Any desirable plants or structures accidentally contacted should be washed with water. To avoid misting, wait until treated area dries before re-entry. Do not apply if rainfall is expected within 3 hours of application. Do not irrigate within 3 hours of application. Do not apply to the same area more than 4 times a year.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:
STORAGE: Store product in its original container and keep in a secure storage area out of reach of children and domestic animals. Store unused material, tightly closed, in original container only, away from open flame.

DISPOSAL:
- If empty: Nonhazardous. Do not pour or refill this container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.
- If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

BATCH CODE:
Manufactured under a License of W. Neudorff GmbH & Co.
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